FEATURES & BENEFITS

The Wiremold Wireless Access Point Ceiling Enclosure (WAPENCL) provides a secure enclosure for mounting wireless access points into a grid ceiling system. The enclosure provides a permanent location that will accommodate most leading manufacturers’ wireless access points. Designed for easy assembly, the enclosure can be fully assembled into a ceiling tile on a regular work surface before being installed into the overhead ceiling grid system. The cover, which is also removable, has knockouts that can accept a variety of antenna configurations. The enclosure is constructed of lightweight aluminum and painted with a textured white powder coat finish to blend aesthetically with most ceiling finishes.

- **Versatile design**: Works with most manufacturers’ cable tray applications.
- **Support Bars provided**: Can be attached directly to multiple sizes of threaded rods.
- **Multiple mounting options**: User-configurable mounting system, with included strap hardware, supports a wide variety of mounting configurations.
- **Adaptability**: Multiple openings provided to accommodate most access points available today.
- **Large capacity compartment**: 12 3/4” long x 9 1/2” wide x 3 1/8” deep opening provides space for most leading manufacturers’ AP products.
- **Galvanized steel construction**: For maximum strength.
- **This product meets the material restrictions of RoHS**

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Type: Universal

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
RoHS: Yes
The Wiremold Wireless Access Point Ceiling Enclosure (WAPENCL) provides a secure enclosure for mounting wireless access points into a grid ceiling system. The enclosure provides a permanent location that will accommodate most leading manufacturers' wireless access points. Designed for easy assembly, the enclosure can be fully assembled into a ceiling tile on a regular work surface before being installed into the overhead ceiling grid system. The cover, which is also removable, has knockouts that can accept a variety of antenna configurations. The enclosure is constructed of lightweight aluminum and painted with a textured white powder coat finish to blend aesthetically with most ceiling finishes.

**DIMENSIONS**
Depth (US): 3 1/8"

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**
Mounting: Ceiling

**BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE**
Country Of Origin: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant